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The Boulby Dark Matter ExperimentsThe Boulby Dark Matter Experiments
-- new limits and progress new limits and progress --

Neil Spooner - University of Sheffield,  for UKDMC

•• ZEPLINZEPLIN
•• DRIFT DRIFT 

•• BOULBYBOULBY
•• NAIADNAIAD
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Objectives of UKDMC programmeObjectives of UKDMC programme

To reach the bottom of the favoured cross sections for WIMPs 
< 0.001 /kg/day or < 10 -9 pb

To incorporate recoil direction sensitivity

To cover the widest possible WIMP mass range
10-500 GeV/c2

definitive signal identification

1 ton

2 targets

gas
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NaI
small array

20 kg

NAIAD
high rate array

50 kg
UK-Saclay

20 kg

NAIAD 
array

existing

ramp down

ZEPLIN-I
single phase

PSD
4 kg

ZEPLIN-II
ion-scint

two phase Xe
30 kg

ZEPLIN-III
Ion-scint

two phase Xe
high field

6 kg

ZEPLIN 
array under 

construction

existing ZEPLIN-MAX
ion-scint

two phase Xe
1000  kg

MULTINATIONAL

concept

under 
construction

DRIFT 1
directional

1 m3

DRIFT 
array

DRIFT 10
directional

10  m3

MULTINATIONAL

concept

2000 2002 2003 2004+2001

Three experiment strategyThree experiment strategy
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nuclear 
recoils

background 
gammas

First demonstration of nuclear recoil First demonstration of nuclear recoil 
discrimination by ion/therm discrimination by ion/therm 

Announced by UKDM 
group in 1991

Both UKDM and CDMS 
announcements at Oxford 
LTD conference

Silicon ~ 1 gram
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•• KinematicsKinematics

WIMPWIMP
MD MT
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kinematic factor 
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event rate per 
unit mass

total event rate 
(point like nucleus)

Expected featureless differential 
nuclear recoil energy spectrum for 
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electron background
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•• Observed spectrumObserved spectrum
dR
dE = Ro S(E) F2(E) I(A)

obs

(1) Nuclear recoil discrimination
(2) Directional signal

WIMP Direct DetectionWIMP Direct Detection
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Boulby Mine Boulby Mine -- 3000 mwe3000 mwe
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Boulby Salt RockBoulby Salt Rock

NaI detector event rates
Unshielded: >2x105 kg-1day-1

Shielded: 6x103 kg-1day-1

Neutron Flux: 10 kg-1day-1

Cavern radioisotope impurities
** Rock Salt intrinsically low U/Th levels **

• Low gamma and neutron backgrounds
• Low radon levels comparable to Gran Sasso <5 Bqm-3
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Boulby MineBoulby Mine
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Boulby FacilityBoulby Facility
(early caverns)(early caverns)
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New Caverns at Boulby

More 
lab space 
than Soudan

50 m

Boulby Boulby -- status and infrastructurestatus and infrastructure
2000 - award of £3.1 M JIF grant

New Surface Laboratory at Boulby
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20m

Dirty
Stores

Electric
Darkrm

Clean 
Room

Experimental Halls - partitioned as required

Mess/
Change

Stores

Wshop

Drift Room
Transfer

Clean-off
8m

20m

47m
14m

8m

6m

Running
boards

New infrastructure at BoulbyNew infrastructure at Boulby

More available lab space
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New infrastructure at BoulbyNew infrastructure at Boulby

ZEPLIN-MAX

ZEPLIN-III

ZEPLIN-II

JIF Facility

DRIFT 1,10

Installation Plan

2001    DRIFT 1

2002/3  ZEPLIN-II
ZEPLIN-III

2004+    ZEPLIN-MAX
DRIFT-10

>500m2 free space
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JIF Area: 2000 - 2001

First stage JIF construction at BoulbyFirst stage JIF construction at Boulby
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New Surface facilities
Laboratories, clean room, 
workshop, loading bay, 
offices, conference room, 
showers & mess.

Surface LaboratorySurface Laboratory
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Facility Management Board International Boulby Research Board

Facility manager and staff Projects co-ordinator

Institute for Underground Science

Contact: Neil Spooner - n.spooner@sheffield.ac.uk

Nigel Smith - n.j.t.smith@rl.ac.uk

Plenty of new lab space available

IUS Institute for Underground ScienceInstitute for Underground Science
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Three Dark Matter experimentsThree Dark Matter experiments

NAIAD NAIAD -- sodium iodidesodium iodide

ZEPLIN ZEPLIN -- liquid xenonliquid xenon

DRIFT DRIFT -- CSCS22 gasgas
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NAIAD NAIAD -- status and programmestatus and programme

Low-A target (Na) for WIMP masses < 200 GeV/c2 to reach 0.1/kg/d 
MotivationMotivation

Pulse shape discrimination and known technology that can be 
scaled up 

--> Complements liquid Xe high-A

--> satisfies requirement for (i) recoil identification 
and (ii) diagnostic array capability

Information relevant to DAMA using the same target, NaI

E.g. are Form Factors correct? 
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∆E - 12-15 keV

Example time constant 
distributions for new crystal DM72 

showing log gauss neutron and 
compton fits and data.

neutron

Compton

1996 limit from DM46 
spin-independent 

low activity silica 
light guides & PMT shield

double zone refined NaI(Tl) crystal
PMT

Schematic of early NaI detector e.g. DM46

NaI basicsNaI basics

Pu
ls

e 
H

ei
gh

t

Gamma (slow)
Recoil (fast)
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NaI anomalous events (1998)NaI anomalous events (1998)

data

calibration

Following improvement in sensitivity of DM46 (5 kg) fast events seen 

Data (∆E 35-40  keV)

calibration

Example τ histogram for DM46 
showing anomalous events
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Typical fast event energy distributions in various 
crystals of different geometry

fast event spectra
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NaI anomalous events and DAMANaI anomalous events and DAMA

New collaboration with Saclay to run a DAMA crystal at Boulby 

Engineering drawing of DAMA/Saclay crystal 

• very similar spectrum of 
fast events seen again

RESULT

• this despite very different   
manufacture and geometry

UKDMC spectrum

Saclay (“DAMA”)
spectrum

anomalous event
spectra in NaI
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Stub 2 NaI laboratory and control roomStub 2 NaI laboratory and control room

Saclay crystal
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Identification of the NaI anomalous eventsIdentification of the NaI anomalous events

Many underground and laboratory tests performed 

lead/copper shielding
water 

shielding

paraffin 
light guide

silica light guides

• not internal activity
RESULT

• not external betas….

• most likely surface 
implanted outgoing alphas

(a)

Example τ distribution for DM26
exposed to external low E alphas

alphas gammas
∆E 30-40  keV
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Identification of the NaI anomalous eventsIdentification of the NaI anomalous events

Confirmed with CsI - easier to use unencapsulated than NaI

anomalous events 

CsI Test (DM71)

known internal alphas 

after surface polish

prior to surface polish
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UKDMC spectrum (DM46)

Saclay (“DAMA”)
spectrum

anomalous event
spectra in NaI

• anomalous events reduced in NaI
RESULT

• BUT at least 3-4 months exposure to Rn would be needed! - difficult to explain

Identification of the NaI anomalous eventsIdentification of the NaI anomalous events
Confirmed with unencapsulated NaI (DM74)

τ distribution for pre-polished unencapsulated 
crystal DM74 after 5 mns operation

no fast events
within stat 

DM74 limit on
fast event spectrum
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NAIAD  design and construction (~50 kg)NAIAD  design and construction (~50 kg)

dry nitrogen or air

unencapsulated units for 5-10 kg NaI crystals built
construction with nitrogen flush/radon decay
temp control, auto calibration, PCI daq

OFHC boxOFHC box PTFE PTFE 
crystal crystal 
cagecagecrystal
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NAIAD  now running in H area NAIAD  now running in H area 
(50kg+, 8 detectors)(50kg+, 8 detectors)

NaI unencapsulated
craneglove

box

NaI encapsulated

to JIF area

H area

H 1

H 2

control room + daq
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NAIAD  installationNAIAD  installation
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previous 

NAIAD status at 09/01
(~3 months)

NAIAD  preliminary resultsNAIAD  preliminary results

previous published limit 

100 kg.yrs 

NAIAD prediction
(PLB473, p330)

DM72 

DM75 
DM74 

combined  
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First NAIAD limits (preliminary), 01/02

Currently 6 crystals are running with 
the total mass of about 50 kg (DM72, 
DM74, DM76, DM77, DM80, DM81)
Results presented here are based on 
data from 3 crystals (DM74 was 
running in paraffin and is running 
now in nitrogen, and the data are 
included separately)
Statistics:

– DM74 (in paraffin), Mass = 8.5 kg, 
Time = 117.1 days, Exposure = 995.7 
kg×days

– DM72, Mass = 3.94 kg, Time = 274.0 
days, Exposure = 1079.4 kg×days

– DM76, Mass = 8.32 kg, Time = 101.2 
days, Exposure = 842.3 kg×days

– DM74, Mass = 8.4 kg, Time = 52.2 
days, Exposure = 438.7 kg×days

Total exposure: 3356 kg×days
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Comparison between old 
UKDMC limits and NAIAD 
(preliminary) limits

NAIAD first results

First 3356 kg.d

Latest crystals giving increased 
light output (~8pe/keV) and hence 
better discrimination power

preliminary
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Liquid Xe strategy Liquid Xe strategy -- ZEPLINZEPLIN

ZEPLIN-I
single phase

PSD
4 kg

ZEPLIN-II
ion-scint

two phase Xe
30 kg

ZEPLIN-III
Ion-scint

two phase Xe
high field

6 kg

ZEPLIN ZEPLIN 
arrayarray under 

construction

existing ZEPLIN-MAX
ion-scint

two phase Xe
1000  kg

new (5 years)

collaborators:
UCLA, CERN/Padova, Torino,

ITEP, Coimbra, Columbia
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ZEPLIN I  construction and installationZEPLIN I  construction and installation

Pb shielding

Top of ZEPLIN I veto

Boulby stub 2 laboratory

xenon purification

Stable operation demonstrated

Counts vs. time

Xe temp vs. time

room temp vs. time
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First limits from ZEPLIN I (~1 mth operation) First limits from ZEPLIN I (~1 mth operation) 

preliminarypreliminary
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ZEPLIN II and III  now well into constructionZEPLIN II and III  now well into construction

7 PMTs

electric field to extract primary 
scintillation from liquid into gas

PTFE cone

UKDM, UCLA, CERN/Padova, Torino UKDM, ITEP, Columbia
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To reach typical predicted minimum cross sections (~10-10 pb)
MotivationMotivation

ZEPLINZEPLIN--MAX MAX -- Towards 1 Ton Liquid XenonTowards 1 Ton Liquid Xenon

GENIUS (HDMS) proposal for 100kg --> 1 ton ? 
PossibilitiesPossibilities

Intrinsic low background but NO discrimination and expensive (mainly ββ)

LIBRA (DAMA) 250 kg under construction
Annual modulation (what if DAMA region ruled out), PSD not sensitive enough

Cryo-array (CDMS) ideas for 1 ton  
Good discrimination but difficult technology and expensive

ZEPLIN-MAX (UKDM) proposal for 1 ton
Good discrimination, world expertise, simpler technology(?), less expensive

Community needs to grow up ---> much larger collaborations 

ImplicationsImplications
Detector needs recoil discrimination at scaleable cost 
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ZEPLIN array as a test bedZEPLIN array as a test bed
Zeplin I, II, III array a test bed for scale-up (but also 
provides interim limits) 

--> solve basic underground operation problems  
--> understand mechanical, shielding and low

background material issues
--> understand discrimination issues: high field, low field

ScaleScale--up optionsup options
Several concepts are being explored 

(I) a single vessel of 1 ton: Xe veto or scintillator veto
(2) modular at level of about 80 kg:   identical modules or different
(3) larger modules of ~250 kg:   identical modules or different
(4) combination of high threshold and low threshold

(5) removal of PMTs

Towards 1 Ton Liquid XenonTowards 1 Ton Liquid Xenon
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ZEPLINZEPLIN--MAX (1 Ton)MAX (1 Ton) (a BDMC - multinational programme)

Objective: (a) attain 0.0001/kg/d, (b) diagnostic array with complementary techniques

3 modules

80 kg target

4 sub- units

shielding
design in 

2003
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Xenon with no PMTs Xenon with no PMTs -- proposed 80 kg module?proposed 80 kg module?

Liquid Xe

Xe Gas

He
Cooling

GEMs

CsI

PTFE
Reflector

CsI

Field
Shaping
Rings

nucl.rec.

elec.rec.
CsI photocathodes in LXe: E.Aprile, NIMA 338 
(1994), 328; NIMA 343 (1994), 121.

GEM phototubes in noble 
gases:http://gdd.web.cern.ch/GDD/A.Buzulutsko
v, NIMA, 443 (2000), 164.
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NaI 1996 limit

ZEPLIN 2002/3

ZEPLIN I/II 2003

ZEPLIN II/III  2004

10-3

10-4

10-5

10-6

10-7

10-8

10-9

10-10
10 100 1000

WIMP-nucleon
cross-section, pb

WIMP mass GeV

ZEPLIN-MAX  2006+

ZEPLIN predictions
based on prototype 
tests and operation 
of ZEPLIN I 

ZEPLIN Predicted SensitivityZEPLIN Predicted Sensitivity

CDMS II

CRESST II
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DRIFT DRIFT -- status and programmestatus and programme

N
V⊕ ~30kms-1

23.5°

VO ~220kms-1

60°

North Galactic Pole

WIMP halo

(UKDMC, Temple, Occidental College, LLNL)

How do we know the signal is WIMPs?How do we know the signal is WIMPs?
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Annual modulationAnnual modulation

The speed of the Earth through the (assumed) nonThe speed of the Earth through the (assumed) non--rotating halo rotating halo 
modulates over the sidereal yearmodulates over the sidereal year
WIMP induced event rate will therefore WIMP induced event rate will therefore modulate by ~5%modulate by ~5%

Small effect, and analysis is complicated by backgroundsSmall effect, and analysis is complicated by backgrounds

VO ~220kms-1

V||

V||
June

December

V⊕ ~30kms-1
Annual Modulation

June

December
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42o

LBoulby

0:00h 12:00h

WIMP WindVO

Distribution of recoil directions in galactic coordinates is peaDistribution of recoil directions in galactic coordinates is peaked in ked in 
direction opposite to solar motiondirection opposite to solar motion

Recoil directionsRecoil directions
WIMP velocity distribution in the Earth’s frame is strongly WIMP velocity distribution in the Earth’s frame is strongly 
peaked in the direction of the solar motion peaked in the direction of the solar motion –– A WIMP ‘wind’A WIMP ‘wind’

A strong signature A strong signature –– and tied to and tied to 
sidereal rather than diurnal sidereal rather than diurnal 
timescales, so cannot be mimicked timescales, so cannot be mimicked 
by backgroundby background
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Beyond discovery Beyond discovery -- WIMP astrophysics? WIMP astrophysics? 
All dark matter experiments All dark matter experiments 
assume that WIMP halo is assume that WIMP halo is 
isothermal and nonisothermal and non--rotatingrotating
NN--body simulations are body simulations are 
showing that this may be too showing that this may be too 
simplesimple
Formation of halo from Formation of halo from 
smaller smaller subhalos subhalos leads to leads to 
cold tidal streams of cold tidal streams of WIMPsWIMPs
Resolution of simulations not Resolution of simulations not 
sufficient to resolve these at sufficient to resolve these at 
Solar orbitSolar orbit
A directional detector can A directional detector can 
easily measure the directions easily measure the directions 
and intensities of any and intensities of any 
streamsstreams

We can also do halo astrophysics with a directional detector, whWe can also do halo astrophysics with a directional detector, which ich 
has implications for cosmological Nhas implications for cosmological N--body simulationsbody simulations
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Low pressure TPC as a WIMP detectorLow pressure TPC as a WIMP detector

Energy scale of nuclear recoils Energy scale of nuclear recoils 
means means recoil ranges very lowrecoil ranges very low
Use a Time Projection Use a Time Projection 
Chamber containing gas such Chamber containing gas such 
as as ArAr or or XeXe at low pressure at low pressure 
(<100torr) to (<100torr) to extend recoil extend recoil 
range to few mmrange to few mm
Track Track ionization ionization drifted to drifted to 
readout plane by high Ereadout plane by high E--field field 
Full 3Full 3--D reconstruction of trackD reconstruction of track
possible by combining a 2possible by combining a 2--D D 
readout plane with timing readout plane with timing 
information in the drift information in the drift 
directiondirection

Low Pressure => Low Mass. How can a LPLow Pressure => Low Mass. How can a LP--TPC be competitive with TPC be competitive with 
solid/liquid state detectors? solid/liquid state detectors? 

Scattered WIMP

Recoil 
Atom

Ionization drift

Electric Field
Readout 
Plane
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DRIFT basics with low pressure gasDRIFT basics with low pressure gas

Two modes of operation and two thresholdsTwo modes of operation and two thresholds

(1) powerful discrimination 
based on range

Particle ranges from SRIM97 
Monte Carlo

e.g. 0.2 kg.yr     200 kg.yr DAMA
-->set limits

(2) directional sensitivity

expected distribution of |cos(γ)| for 60 GeV WIMPs in 
DRIFT, where γ = 0 is in the direction of the Sun’s 

velocity around the galaxy. 

Any background in the detector would be expected to 
have an isotropic distribution.

expected 
distribution

MC example 30 
WIMP events

-->identify a signal
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DRIFT basics with low pressure gasDRIFT basics with low pressure gas

Negative Ion Drift

An old idea
E.W McDaniels et al., RSI 28 (1957) 864
H.R. Crane et al., RSI 32 (1961) 953

E

CS2
-

ions 
drift

C

WIMP

anode MWPC readout

cathode

Use CS2 + Ar, Xe at 10-80 Torr

Electrons from ionised tracks reversibly 
attach to CS2 and drift to anode

Longitudinal and transverse diffusion 
of ions is much less than for electrons

--> typically < 1mm per m

No need for magnet

Readout by conventional MWPC  

Various gas mixtures tested, but pure CSVarious gas mixtures tested, but pure CS2 2 
found to be optimum , diffusion reduced to found to be optimum , diffusion reduced to 
~0.4mm over a drift length of ~1m~0.4mm over a drift length of ~1m
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gammas 

recoil discrimination  

DRIFT  laboratory tests (1 ftDRIFT  laboratory tests (1 ft33 prototype)prototype)

C recoils 

S recoils 

gammas 

recoil discrimination  
gammas 

alphas 

S recoil region (>90%) 

alpha discrimination  

Detector tests completed  with 1 ftDetector tests completed  with 1 ft33 prototype at Occidentalprototype at Occidental
Full background audit for DRIFTFull background audit for DRIFT--1 completed (tests and MCs)1 completed (tests and MCs)
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At At 1m1m33 fiducial fiducial 
volumevolume, the first , the first 
full underground full underground 
DRIFTDRIFT
Detector consists Detector consists 
of back to back of back to back 
perspexperspex field field 
cages operating cages operating 
at 1kVcmat 1kVcm--11, each , each 
with an MWPCwith an MWPC
MWPCs MWPCs 
instrumented with instrumented with 
500x20500x20µµm m 
stainless steel stainless steel 
wires at a pitch of wires at a pitch of 
2mm2mm
Detector inside a Detector inside a 
vacuum chamber vacuum chamber 
filled with filled with CSCS22
gas at 40torrgas at 40torr

DRIFT I Design and construction
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DRIFTDRIFT--1  under construction1  under construction
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DRIFTDRIFT--1  detector construction1  detector construction

1 m
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DRIFTDRIFT--1  detector construction1  detector construction

Lower 
MWPC
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DRIFTDRIFT--1  laboratory tests (2000)1  laboratory tests (2000)

Full background audit for DRIFTFull background audit for DRIFT--1 completed (tests and MCs)1 completed (tests and MCs)

Background
Source

chamber rate
with no passive
shield (per
year)

raw rate
assuming
external 12 cm
Pb (per year)

raw rate
assuming 12 cm
Pb + 3mm
internal Cu
shield

with alpha and
electron cuts (90%
acceptance of nuclear
recoils) (per year)

external gammas 2.6 × 107 6.1 × 104 5.4 × 104 1.59
internal surface X-
rays

2.4 × 106 2.4 × 106 6.1 × 104 1.82

internal surface
betas

1500 1500 1500 0.04

grid wire alphas 300 300 300 1.53
cathode wire alphas 50 50 50 0.25
neutrons 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

TOTAL 5 ± 2/year

• a background of ~ 5 counts per year per m3 is feasible
RESULTS

DRIFT-1 
background 

using 40 Torr 
pure CS2
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DRIFTDRIFT--1  predicted limits using data1  predicted limits using data
(2) directional sensitivity (2) directional sensitivity -- signalsignal(1) discrimination sensitivity (1) discrimination sensitivity -- limitslimits

RBG = 0 /kg/d RBG = 0.01 /kg/d

RBG = 0.1 /kg/d RBG = 1 /kg/d

• DRIFT-1 can yield a limit below DAMA 

CONCLUSION

• DRIFT-1 could just detect a 
directional signal at 10-5 pb 

3  m3yr

30 
WIMP 
events

80 
WIMP 
events
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DRIFT lab in JIF area 

DRIFT 10
proposed site

DRIFT 1
proposed site

DRIFT locations at BoulbyDRIFT locations at Boulby
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DRIFT at BoulbyDRIFT at Boulby
(Aug. 2001)(Aug. 2001)
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World’s World’s first directional dark matter detectorfirst directional dark matter detector
The first experiment to be installed in the new JIFThe first experiment to be installed in the new JIF--funded area.funded area.
Taking data as we speak, with new DAQ in January.Taking data as we speak, with new DAQ in January.

Installation of DRIFT I in the Boulby JIF area
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DRIFT module - low cost 
materials

15 cm removable, low cost
Pb shielding

CS2 manifold and storage

3 m

DRIFT-II

a BDMC - multinational programme
DRIFT Future Programme (2001DRIFT Future Programme (2001--2005)2005)

plans for DRIFT-III --> need 1 ton to get enough counts at 
minimum SUSY
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Future readouts Future readouts -- OpticalOptical
DRIFT1 is not a true 
directional detector!
2-D readout of MWPC 
possible, but spatial resolution 
limited by wire spacing to 
~1mm
UKDMC have been 
investigating optical readout 
systems
Photons can be emitted from 
electron avalanches at the 
readout plane
Imaging optical track gives a 
2-D readout, with timing 
information still available from 
the amplification stage

Very high spatial resolution Very high spatial resolution –– 1mm in DRIFT I with 1Mpixel CCD. 1mm in DRIFT I with 1Mpixel CCD. 

x

y

Drift Amplification Image

z

time

V
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Optical readouts 1: PPACOptical readouts 1: PPAC
• Initial experiments used a 2-

stage Parallel Plate Avalanche 
Chamber (PPAC) in Ar-CH4-
TEA at 20torr

• Charge gains of 105-106, with 
~1photon per electron

• Tracks imaged onto a 512x512 
pixel CCD through UV optics 
and an IIT
Both neutron induced nuclear 
recoils and alpha particle 
tracks have been imaged with 
this system
The system also works with a 
gas filling of pure CS2

PPAC limits spatial resolution due to the large mesh spacing PPAC limits spatial resolution due to the large mesh spacing 
relative to the track dimensions.relative to the track dimensions.
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Optical readouts 2: GEMs
GEMsGEMs consist of a thin consist of a thin 
(~80mm)(~80mm) KaptonKapton film coated film coated 
with Cuwith Cu on either sideon either side
Small holes (~80mm Small holes (~80mm 
diameter) are etched through diameter) are etched through 
the Cuthe Cu--KaptonKapton sheet at a sheet at a 
pitch of ~140mmpitch of ~140mm
Applying a high voltage Applying a high voltage 
(~500V) across the Cu (~500V) across the Cu 
electrodes leads to electrodes leads to charge charge 
amplification in the holesamplification in the holes
Charge gains > 10Charge gains > 1044 possible possible 
from single stage GEM.from single stage GEM.
Multiple Multiple GEMs GEMs can be can be 
stackedstacked

Confinement of charge amplification to holes means no loss of Confinement of charge amplification to holes means no loss of 
resolution in amplification stageresolution in amplification stage
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Sheffield GEM system

Avalanches inAvalanches in GEMsGEMs are are 
known to produce known to produce photon photon 
emissionemission in in ArAr+5%CF+5%CF44 at 1atm at 1atm 
((Fraga Fraga et al)et al)
2 stage GEM system has been 2 stage GEM system has been 
constructedconstructed
GEMs GEMs imaged by image imaged by image 
intensifier coupled to 512x512 intensifier coupled to 512x512 
pixel CCDpixel CCD
Various gas mixtures will be Various gas mixtures will be 
tried, although pure CStried, although pure CS22 is the is the 
preferred optionpreferred option
Tests with Tests with Xe Xe are also are also relevant relevant 
to the ZEPLIN programto the ZEPLIN program

Can we measure both the orientation and sense of tracks?Can we measure both the orientation and sense of tracks?

Double GEM

Vacuum Chamber

Field Cage

Cathode

IIT

CCD

Fraga et al
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The ultimate DRIFT?The ultimate DRIFT?
GEMs GEMs are easily scaleable are easily scaleable 
to large areas by ‘tiling’ to large areas by ‘tiling’ 
smaller detectorssmaller detectors
CCDs CCDs can also be tiled to can also be tiled to 
give higher spatial give higher spatial 
resolutions resolutions –– 16Mpixel 16Mpixel 
cameras are now availablecameras are now available
These would allow a These would allow a 
resolution of 0.125mmresolution of 0.125mm for 4 for 4 
cameras imaging DRIFT I !cameras imaging DRIFT I !
High spatial resolution may High spatial resolution may 
also allow gas pressure to also allow gas pressure to 
be raised be raised –– more compact more compact 
detectordetector

A GEM based optical readout system has many other particle A GEM based optical readout system has many other particle 
astrophysics applications.astrophysics applications.

Gas Volume

CCD Modules

GEM 
Stage
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Conclusion Conclusion -- Dark Matter is everywhere! Dark Matter is everywhere! 


